
 
 
 
Supplies Needed 
#34720017 Brown, Red, Yellow AB Multi Glass Seed & E-Bead Mix, 90 G (1 pk) 
#61215111 Amber Glass 6/0 E-Beads, 40 G (1 pk) 
#30002030 Frosted Red Glass 6/0 E-Beads, 40 G (1 pk) 
#61215025 Bronze Glass 6/0 E-Beads, 40 G (1 pk) 
#34708495 Antique Gold Metal Leaf Charms, 82 pc. (1 pk) 
#32022 Clear Gossamer Stretch Cord, 48’ (1 pk) 
#47554111 Crystal Glue Pen (1) 
 
Tools Needed 
Scissors 
Needle Nose Pliers 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Cut a 12” length of stretch cord.  Choose five different colors of e-beads 
to use in your bracelets, not including the bronze colored e-beads. 
2. Choose the color you wish to start with and string the following onto the 
stretch cord: five e-beads of that color, one bronze e-bead, another five e-beads 
of that color, and the jump ring of one leaf charm. 
3. Repeat the previous step with the four remaining colors. 
4. Measure the strand around your wrist and add additional beads, if 
needed. 
5. Tie the two ends of the stretch cord together into a secure triple knot. 
Place a drop of glue onto the knot and allow to dry.  Trim the tails of the stretch 
cord. 
6. Repeat steps 1-5 two more times, mixing up the order of the colors as 
desired.  You now have three mixed color bracelets. 
7. Cut a 12” length of stretch cord.  String on eleven bronze e-beads and the 
jump ring of one leaf charm.  Repeat this step four more times. 
8. Measure the strand around your wrist and add additional beads, if 
needed. 
9. Tie the two ends of the stretch cord together into a secure triple knot.  
Place a drop of glue onto the knot and allow to dry.  Trim the tails of the stretch 
cord. 
10. Repeat the previous step to make a total of two bronze bracelets. 
11. Wear the bracelets individually, or together, as desired. 
 



SKILL LEVEL:  Beginner 
 
APPROXIMATE CRAFTING TIME:  1 Hr. 


